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STRAFFORD OFFERS NEW HYPERION ENTERPRISE HOSTING
Hyperion Enterprise added to Managed Application Hosting services
Londonderry, NH, May 15, 2014: Strafford Technology, providing consulting services addressing the
challenges of Finance Departments with fully supported Business Intelligence (BI) and Enterprise
Performance Management (EPM) applications, is now offering a cloud hosting solution for users of
Oracle Hyperion Enterprise who wish to continue using the product and require additional support.
The hosting solution for Hyperion Enterprise is built using Microsoft Remote Desktop Services
technologies to provide highly-secure, web-based delivery of the Hyperion Enterprise
application. As an Amazon Web Services (AWS) Advanced Consulting Partner, Strafford can
deliver a robust and stable hosting environment combined with a high level of expertise in
designing, building and managing solutions in the AWS cloud.
“Strafford offers a solution for owners of this trusted, reliable software to modernize
their investment by running Oracle Hyperion Enterprise on the cloud,” said Steve
Berry, Strafford’s CEO. “It provides secure, easy-to-use remote connectivity, rapid
migration and deployment and 24/7 network monitoring.”
Strafford’s cloud service offers a completely managed backup and data restore process. And in the event
of a network or power outage or other catastrophic event, the cloud service is still available from any
internet-connected computer.
Learn more about Strafford Technology’s Cloud Services here: www.straffordcloud.com.
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Strafford Technology Inc. is an Enterprise Performance Management consulting firm. They are a leader
in working with the office of the CFO to transform the finance process by streamlining budgeting,
forecasting and consolidation functions. Services include EPM and Business Intelligence assessment and
implementation, Managed Application Hosting and Staffing.
Strafford was formed in 1995 with corporate offices located in Londonderry, NH and provides services to
corporate clients of all sizes, including many of the Fortune 100. They are an SAP and Oracle Platinum
partner.
###
If you would like more information about this topic, please contact Michele Morrill at Strafford
Technology or email at marketing@strafford.com.
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